Essential news for the UCSF community. For more, visit pulse.ucsf.edu »

10 Years After Nobel Breakthrough: Challenges, Hurdles for iPSCs

DeRisi on Research Opportunities at New Chan Zuckerberg Biohub

Inaugural Postdoc Slam Contest Highlights 10 Researchers

State of the University: Chancellor to Unveil UCSF’s Economic Impact

**UCSF In The News**

**Zuckerberg, Chan to spend $3 billion on curing disease**

San Francisco Chronicle | UCSF is partnering with Stanford and UC Berkeley to form the Chan Zuckerberg Biohub, part of a $3 billion initiative by Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg and his wife Priscilla Chan to cure, manage or prevent all diseases by the end of the century.

**IBM, The NSF And UC San Francisco Combine To Power Up The Exciting World Of Cellular Engineering**

Forbes | Wallace Marshall, PhD, will direct the new Center for Cellular Construction at UCSF, which aims “to transform the field of cell biology into a quantitative discipline and ... to design automated machines out of living cells.”

**Campus Announcements**

**Election Season Guidelines:** The chancellor reminds the faculty, staff and students of do’s and don’ts around political advocacy using UCSF resources. See the chancellor’s note on political advocacy »

**Diversity Month:** The Office of Diversity and Outreach is holding a series of events in October, including the Chancellor’s Diversity Awards. Learn more about the Diversity Month events »

**Cyber Security Awareness Month:** Phishing attempts, ransomware and malware all are real cyber threats, and the UCSF Information Technology department has tools and techniques to help prevent them. Learn more about cyber security at these events »

**Upcoming Events**

**Taste for the Cure: A Taste of Science**
Oct. 1 | Laurel Heights

**State of the University 2016: Invested in Our Community**
Oct. 4 | Paramus

**Mission Bay Block Party**
Oct. 5 | Mission Bay

More upcoming events...

Enter to win a conference pass »
See UCSF speakers and Concert for Kids with U2